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Selena spoke calmly, "Whether you are my enemy or not is beside the point, but the Soo family is definitely my enemy."

Alfie remained silent for a while and looked at her. "The Soo family will not become your enemy."

Selena was taken aback.

Alfie repeated in a soft and firm tone, "The Soo family will not become your enemy."

After he finished speaking, he got up and left.

It seemed like he came here just to tell her this.

Selena looked at Alfie's back, her eyes showing a moment of complexity.

Alfie always reminded her of Stanley.

This man was very much like Stanley, always so gentle.

A hint of nostalgia flashed in Selena's eyes as she looked down at her phone and typed a line.

"I miss you. I'm going to fight for the position of the director of the research institute. Wait for me to return victorious!"

After finishing typing, she clicked send.

Seeing the system prompt that the message was sent successfully, Selena smiled and put away her phone before walking
towards the conference room.

"Let's go."

...

The issue of the sovereignty of the research institute involved all the top-level members of the institute, and almost
everyone had arrived in the large conference room.

When the Turner family arrived, the room was almost filled with people.

Upon hearing the sound of the wheelchair moving on the ground, everyone's eyes turned to the door at once.

Patrick pushed Oscar into the room.

Seeing Oscar in person, the expressions of many people in the room changed, and they immediately looked behind the
two men.

The gaze of the Shaw family members was particularly intense.

They had been waiting for a long time, but Selena's figure had not appeared.

Many people were puzzled, wondering if Miss Turner had decided not to come today.

But they denied this speculation soon after.

Selena's main purpose in joining the research institute was to help the Turner family regain control of the institute.

This meeting today was crucial.

Miss Turner would not give up such a good opportunity at the last minute.

There must be other reasons for her absence.

With Diego's public abdication, Patrick no longer had any reservations and pushed Oscar directly to the position next to
Diego.

The meaning behind it was clear.

The members of the Shaw family faction, seeing Patrick's actions, became even more anxious and uneasy.

Diego sat in the top seat and looked around, but did not see Selena. He asked, "Where's Miss Turner?"

Patrick replied in a not-too-low voice, "Selena was delayed by something, but she will arrive on time."

The last glimmer of hope in the hearts of those who did not want the Turner family to rise to power was shattered.

Vivian, sitting next to Freddie, sneered when she heard Patrick's words. "Miss Turner has just taken the position of the
head of the research department, and she dares to make all the high-level officials in the hospital wait for her alone. She
really puts on a big show!"

"Although she came back midway, did neither Commander Turner nor Mr. Turner teach her about manners and
discretion?"

Oscar lowered his eyes, and it was unclear what he was thinking.

Patrick remembered Vivian's repeated provocations against Selena and retorted coldly, "The meeting starts at nine
o'clock, and it's now fifty minutes past eight. Selena has not been late."

"Moreover," there was a stronger hint of sarcasm in the young man's eyes, "Selena's beauty and grace are obviously
outstanding, while Miss Shaw has made a fool of herself so many times but still has not learned her lesson!"

"If we really want to talk about it, the Shaw family's upbringing is obviously more despicable!"

Vivian's face turned pale and she glared angrily at Patrick, sneering, "It's not for you, the Turner family, to speak about
how the Shaw family is doing!"

"Don't forget, the Shaw family is one of the four major families in the capital, while your Turner family has long fallen out
of the category of the four major families and is just a declining family!"

"The glory and wealth gained by taking advantage of the situation is nothing to be ashamed of, but instead, it is a matter
of pride... it's no wonder that the apple doesn't fall far from the tree!"

Vivian raised her chin, "The winner takes all, and the loser is a loser. That's the rule!"

"No matter what means the Shaw family used to gain its position today, it cannot change the fact that the Shaw family is
the ultimate winner!"

"Just like your Turner family, no matter how angry and unwilling you are, you cannot change the fact that your bloodline
has been cut off and you have already declined!"

Vivian seemed to have no intention of maintaining the image of a decent lady. She even publicly exposed the shameful
means by which the Shaw family had come to power.

Freddie sat beside her without speaking up to stop her, obviously prepared to completely sever ties with the Turner
family.

Patrick was hit where it hurt the most and his face instantly turned cold as ice.

He looked at Vivian's smug face across from him and remembered the fierce and faces of those wolves and tigers that
emerged after the male members of the Turner family were all dead.

Oscar suddenly opened his eyes and looked up at Vivian, about to speak, but a voice came from outside the door. "Since
Miss Shaw has said so, if I don't go hard on the Shaw family, wouldn't I be letting Miss Shaw down?"

Accompanied by this gentle and cold voice, Selena walked in from outside the door.

Inside the conference room, everyone's eyes immediately turned to her and forgot about the past. After all, everyone
knew that the bloodline of the Turner family was extinct, Oscar was in Zone Six, and Patrick was in charge of the medical
school and research institute, things they couldn't get involved in.

The only possible candidate for the Turner family to be pushed out was this young lady who had not yet turned twenty.

Selena walked to Patrick's side, her slender hands supporting the table, looking at the Shaw family across from her,
smiling but with an extremely cold tone.

She never looked at Vivian and only turned her gaze to Freddie's face, smiling slightly. "Originally, because of your
relationship with my boyfriend for so many years, I only planned to take back what the Shaw family had taken from the
Turner family and make you pay for your actions in the past, but now..."

Selena's tone suddenly changed, adding a cold anger. "I changed my mind, I want to bring the Shaw family back to the
point of having nothing!"

"I want everyone in the Shaw family who took part in seizing the Turner family's power and causing harm to the Turner
family to rot in prison!"

"After all, people like Miss Shaw might only learn to speak like a human being when they have truly suffered and endured
pain!"

Freddie's face suddenly changed, he was staring at Selena's face with anger. "Miss Turner, you are so confident that you
can destroy the Shaw family on your own?"

Selena smiled slightly, glancing at Vivian's furious face and said with some pride, "Who said I'm doing it alone?"

"Last night, before going to bed, my boyfriend said that if I were ever wronged in the research institute, he would
personally come to the institute and help me seek justice..."
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